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INTRODUCTION ., 

Tincent years have seen quite some developments in the under
standing and application of semiclassical methods to gross proper
ties of nuclei 1 -^ . Talking about gross properties we mean in fact 
properties of the nucleus where in a systematic .and well defined 
way the influence of individual shells has been averaged out.OIK-
•typical quantity to be considered is the single particle Irvol 
density where the average part of say a fu.lly quantal distribu
tion (corresponding e.g. to siine sort of Wood-Saxon or K.F.po
tential) is easily conceivable The average part of nuclear 
groundstate masses is another such quantity and in fact represen
ted by the well known Bethe Wcizsacker mass formula. These arc 
two very well known examples where the average nuclear properties 
have been studied since long and in very great detail. There are 
however many more quantities and properties whose average beha
vior could be investigated in the same way and what in fact is 
interesting to do. Among those we want to cite e.g. the moment of 
inertia of rotating nuclei, average nuclear pairing properties, 
average m-particlc-n-holc level densities, average behavior of 
collective nuclear vibrations, average current distributions in 
rotating and vibrating nuclei, and many things more. In short, we 
would like to describe sciuiclassically all nuclear properties 
which survived could we artificially blow-up nuclei to quasi 
macroscopic dimensions - like e.g. droplets of liquid lleJ - where 
it is clear th.it the continuum limit is reached, i.e. no shell 

' effeet present anymore, but still all quantities depending on 
the size parameters' like e.g. volume, surface, curvature,and de
formation of the nuclear droplets. In this region we would like 
to establish the laws the different quantities obuy as a function 
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of these parameters which 'in most-cases'can be resumed in n pouar 
law 'dependence on Che'cubic root of the nucléon number A. These 
laws'slmuld then be taken and "extrapolated back to Che eiy.es of 
real nuclei which at the same time then also define their behavior 
on the average. We know by now that the well known Strutinsky ave
raging procedure " for nuclei-of realistic sizes is exactly equi
valent to this point of view for the purely theoretical approaches 
to the nucleus; but also on the experimental side a specific quan
tity measured as a function of a large number of nuclei allows to 
extract exactly the corresponding experimentally determined avera
ge of the same quanLity. Agreement of average experimental and 
theoretical numbers then allows us to conclude about'our understan
ding of the nucleus. A whole realm of nuclear properties is thus 
open to our scmiclassical investigations. 

One of the interests of the use of scoiiclassics then resides 
in the fact that on a microscopic (not phcnomenological) level this 
method is by orders of magnitude easier to handle than the Stru-
tinsky method* (e.g. s selfconsistent Hartrec-Fock Strutinsky. ,. 
calculation) This therefore is by now increasingly practiced * 
for the microscopic calculation of average nuclear ground state 
properties starting from a (effective) nucl'eon-nucleon interaction. 
In this way for example the parameters of the Bethe Weizsackër 
mass formula can be directly and very economically related to the 
parameters of the (effective) nucleon-nuclcon force. The point we 
want to make here, and an essential part of this lecture shall be 
devoted to this aim, is that this procedure not only can be applied 
to groundstatc properties of nuclei but to all quantities present 
in the afore mentioned <piâsi macroscopic nuclei. To give a spe
cific example which on the theoretical side has not been explored 
in a satisfactory way in this context we want to mention the pro
perties of nuclear vibrational states let us say the quadrupolc m 

vibrations; there does not exist at present a theory which allows 
to calculate the full spectrum of this type of vibrations for our 
quasi microsopic'nuclei which extrapolated back to real sig.es would 
define the average vibrational behavior. A pertinent question in 
this context is for example whether the currents of the well known 
low lying 2 + states in nuclei which certainly woujd. be present in 
these quasi microscopic nuclei as well^exhibit there a rotational 
or irrotational flow pattern. In realistic nuclei these states 
show strong shell fluctuations and theoretical microscopic calcu
lations (Rl'A) reveal that (for magic nuclei) the flow patterns 
have strong rotational components (vortices)j but are'these roto-

This should not be understood as a criticism of the Strutinsky 
method which'has been conceived as a very valuable phunomcnologi-
cal method! 
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. tionaj components due to'shall fluctuation.1: or do thoy a1.<:o persist 
in large nuclei vlicre no shcjl effect» are present ? this question 
illustrates the need for theories Creatine *•" n well defined way 
tlie average behavior (i.e. exempt of shell effects) also of dynami
cal quantities 

We insist an the fact that such a theory should contain an ave
rage of (and therefore comprise) spherical and open shell nuclei 
iu one and thus give a common theory for oJJ. nulcoi depending only 
in a smooth way on particle number**. The question raised above 
about the nature of Chu low lying 2* states also shows that for t.lie 
study of some properties shell effects can actually be-quite dis
turbing in revealing the true nature of a state, or other quantities 
(another example will be given later on in the context of currents 
in rotating nuclei). 

' For the average vibrational theory we will sketch one possibi
lity of approach 1>elow but the main emphasis of these lectures will 
be to lay the basis of a-precise and selfconlaincd framework of 
(Extended) Thomas Fermi theory which is generalised in many diffe
rent ways allowing for up to now unknown systematica and applica-
tioiiR. The interest of such an endeavor is two fold : firstly, as 
we said already above, because of its equivalence to Strutinsky 

.averaging, disturbing shell fluctuations are systematically elimi
nated revealing in a direct, simple, and.transparent way basic phy
sical features which in a purely quantum mechanical way would have 
been detected only at the cost of a laborious detour. The second 
interest lies in the fact that the; numerical effort in this exten
ded Thomas Fermi theory is almost reduced to the one of infinite 
matter calculations with its enormous advantage of translational 
invariance (Thomas Fermi - use of plane waver, locally) ; one can 
Chen hope that many body theory for finite nuclei can he pushed 
within this formalism to degrees of sophistication where a full 
quantal solution is out of scope duo to numerical limitations. Mo
re details of what we are thinking of will be given below. 

Before ending this introduction we would like to point out 
that we believe that we also made so-jie progress in the formal as
pects of the semiclasnical expansions in powers of tf., This concerns 
for instance the physical interpretation of the Wigncr Kirkwood 
expansion of the Wigncr transform oC the density matrix into an 
asymptotic series in powers of 41. We will give arguments that this 

liy this wc do not" mean quantities related to ad i aba tic motion 
which still can be incorporated into (constrained) gruundstate. 
properties. 
** 7 
It seems unclear to us whether the seajhnp .^nroaeh to nuclear 

dynamics allows for such an iiuurprotnï/ion. 



type of expansion has (in a certain sense) by far better convergen
ce properties and less restrictive critcra to he oheyed than those 
usually advanced JCor the validity of Thomas Fermi theory 
( W /(Vkj,.) « 1). As a innttor of fact wc will elaborate on an ar
gument which says that as long as the didfusivity of the Wignur 
phase space distribution around' the local Fermi surface stays small 
compared to" the Parmi energy the Wigner KiVkuood expansion conver
ges essentially in a very rapid way to the exact average, part of 
the considered quantity- In this context we will then, also inter
prète the Wigner Kirkwood. expansion as a lcptodcrmous expansion 
in phase space in analogy to the leptodcrmous expansion- in real 
space introduced by Swiatecki 8 , We thus hope to give with, our 
scmiclassical method a mathematically well defined tool to the 
pvactioncr whose handling he might feel more confident upon than 
this was the case hitherto and which will encourage for further 
applications and investigations. 

Tlffi WIGNER TRANSFORM OF THE DENSITY. MATRIX 

A basic quantity in nuclear physics where the mean field 
approach is believed to be a very valuable first order approxima
tion is the single particle density matrix. In order to study this 
quantity sciniclassically it is convenient to pass over to its 
Wigner transform and also to take a simple example not completely 
.irrelevant* to nuclear physics, i.e. the three-dimensional spheri
cal harmonic oscillator. For closed shell "nuclei it. is then 
straightforward to show that 9 
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where 11 - p /2m + (mug) R /2 is the classical energy and R, s 
are the center of gravity and relative coordinates of the nonlocal 
density matrix <r ]fl|r' >, For a general potential the R,p -depen
dence pan of course not be lumped together in one variable but it 
will still be convenient to keep as one variable II which is a 
kind of polar coordinate in phase space, Lhe corresponding angle 
being characterised for example by the ratio m u R/p. Usually 
however f depends on three variables (for spherical potentials) 
R» Pj, » P« whore pj_ and p # are the momenta perpendicular and 
parallel to the nuclear surface respectively. In Fig. la we 
show, one radial cut: through the distribution F„ (R,p) for 
A » 224 ' • Vc see that the exact distribution nas strong shell 
fluctuations (becoming even negative) and as a matter of fact the 
Wigncr transform of the density mntrix is the quantity where the 
shell fluctuations arc the most pronounced. The Strutinsky avera
ged 5 distribution on the contrary shows no wiggles in the inte
rior any more and lias there become identical to the, pure Thomas 
Fermi distribution. It is interesting to noLe that as A -• m the 
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. . . "R. 
Fig. 1;. c One of the radial cuts Fig- Jb_ . Schematic indication . 
(all cuts arc equal for the liai— of the radial cuts through f. 
monic oscillator) through the 
Wigner distribution function for 
a harmonic potential with A «224 

- nucléons. ""The dashed, full and 
clashed dotted curve represent • 
t.he exact quantum mechanical > the 
Strut insky averaged, and the Tho
mas Fermi results respectively. 

exact Wigner function does not approach the Thomas Fermi distri
bution in an analytic way (because of the non analytic dependence 
of f on -ÎÎ, sec oq.(l))10. Instead the fluctuations become even 
wilder as A increases; they .are however at the same time more and 
more pushed towards the origin, the remainder approaching the 
smooth Strutinsky distribution which itself reaches the step 
like Fermi function for A ~ m* For our quasi microscopic nuclei 
described in the introduction it suffices to put some little 
"dirt" into the system in order to wash.out Lhc infinitely dense 
oscillations at the origin; wc then can extrapolate back to real 
nuclear sizes and will find total agreement with the displayed 
Strutinsky distribution. So both procedures lead to the same well 
defined elimination of shell fluctuations as already mentioned in 
the introduction. The smooth distribution nevertheless still ex
hibits quite interesting features : not all oscillât ions have been 
completely washed out and there remains for instance a last bump 
before the final descent. This is a typic-.nl edge effect still pre
sent in half infini to systems; (one can easily convince oneself of 
tliis fact, in cnlculïicihg the Wigner distribution for half infinite 
matter with A hard wall); in analogy to similar oscillations in 
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tlic election density close to the. surface of a solid wo would like 
to call this a "Fricdcl bumj>". Another rcmarkable feature is the 
very pronounced diffusivity of the surface region of f. (Fitted 
one*in a I'oiijjli way a Parmi function.to the distribution of Pig.In 
then the corresponding diffusivity parameter would be of the order 
of 'i MoV, a rather high value indued). This diffusivity stays 
almost unchanged whether uc consider the quantum mechanical or the 
smooth distribution and has therefore, like the Friedel bump, 

• nothing to do with the existence of shells but is rather due to 
the finitcness of the system. 

LBFTOSliRHOMS EXPANSION IN PHASE SPACE 

It is known since long that smooth functions like the Stiru-
tinsky curve in Fig. la whore the surface thickness is small compa- . 
rd to the total length of the function allow for a very accurate 
asymptotic expansion in terms of distributions. A very well kwnown 
example is 1 the Somnicrfcld low temperature expansion of the Fermi 
function (obvious notation) : .'. < 

2 • 
F(c) " ( H D - ^ J ' W E ) + -£- T 2 «' (U-E) + ...••> (2) 

This is an asymptotic expansion since the Fermi function has an 
• essential singularity in T and consequently docs'not allow for a 
Taylor series expansion in powers of T. Nevertheless the expansion 
(2) represents' for T « p an extremely good approximation and it 
is easy to sec that the error in (2) is of the order exp (-ji/T). 
In nuclear physics one often parametrises the nuclear density'by 
a Fermi function and the corresponding expansion (2), very valid 
Cor medium and heavy nuclei, is called tlic lcptodcrmons expan
sion " . For the smooth Wigner function of Fig. la or for the 
corresponding one using a Mood Saxon potential (sec Fig.2 and 
explanation how it has been 'obtained below) it is obvious that 

Smooth Wignor distribu
tion T (c, 6), e -iHÏ'A«. 
6 =«ljt'/a. for a Woods 
Saxon potential 
(V = - so t'UV 
R- 8 ?.i fm a = o.i {»» 
A =«'(> usual notation) 
Tho twigglu indicates 
that we averaged overall 
direction of $ in order 
to allow for a conve
nient graphical repre
sentation as a function 
of two variables only. 



a îeptudcrmous expansion also would be extremely accurate (widHi/ 
length c- f/!0t i.e. the exponentially RIM 11 errors 10"* - 10~ 5). 
As n, matter of fact such a leptodermouscxpansion in phase space 
for'the average function exists since- long very well known under 
the name l/jgnur Kirkwuod expansion and reads (the deriv.it ion can 
be found in text books. 12.13 . fov a general but local single 

* particle potential V(K) (the. generalisation to non locnl potential» 
is straighLforwnrd) : 

2 2 
f(S,P>= 0 (u - H c) - i | ^ AV 6'<p-llc)+ -~ *^#^V) 2H'(P.^V/.H3 

-8" Oi"Hc) + ... . (3) 
We see that here fi plays exactly the same role an T in (2), i.c-t . 
it triggers the surface thickness of the distribution and as a 
matter of fact it is veil known that the. exact Vigncr transform 
(as well as the Stutinsky averaged one) has an essential singula
rity in ft very similar to the one of T in (2) (see,a?.so (1)). 

From (3) we also can make some more precise statements about 
the validity and convergence of such an expansion : the prefactors' 
(more precisely something like the square root of their absolute 
values) to the 6 * and 6* 1 functionsin (3) yield of course a mea
sure of the magnitude of the surface width of the Visiter function 
(compare (2) for this); as long as these prc.factors indicate a 
width of the distribution (which changer, with angle- 0 , sec rig.2) 
which is everywhere much smaller than the Fermi energy I be expan
sion (3? converges to the exact averagf- result (with an exponen
tially small" error, sec above).*Wc checked this criterion numeri
cally ' and found that for a Wood Saxon potential with a diffu-
sivity parameter as small as a e- 0.3 fm this criterion is still 
very well fullfilled but that for values a < 0.3 fm the expan
sion (3) starts rapidly to diverge. It is clear that the value 
a er 0.3 is well below the usual values O.'i^ a ̂  0.6 fm encoun
tered in nuclear physics anti that therefore even for ra Voods Saxon 
potential the above mentioned accuracy of 10 - 10 of the ex
pansion holds. As a matter of fact extensive numerical studies 
comparing groundstate «nergies-obtained from the Strutinsky method 
and the semiclassical method *'5 fully confirm our above rea
soning. On the other hand, this kind of accuracy is needed for , 
such subtle quantities; like e.g. nuclear fission barriers . We 
want to mention that the .above convergence ami validity criteria 
are by far less restrictive than, the usual criterion for the vali
dity of Thomas Fermi theory l 6 : $ V | /( VkjJ « 1 which breaks doim 
already very shortly after the point where the nuclear potential 
leaver: its .constant value of saturation. Our coniiiderat iotiii ex-
.plain why already to. lowest order Thomas I'ornii approximation the 
corresponding nuclear "density globally very nicely represents the 
aven;ge nuclear d.-nsity and that lowest order correction in -ft 
allows for a quite "accurate reproduction of the whole tail region 
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of the nuclear density « lu order to 'da that wo need however some 
method Co approximately reconstruct the actual average Winner dis
tribution to which expansion (3) is its asymptotic scries. This enn 
be done with the so-cullcd part in IT» rcsummacion technique which we 
do not want to explain here because of lack of space anà because-
in fact wc will not need it extensively for our further considera
tions. Besides it is well documented in the literature 0** J»'' . It 
will serve only to visualise how the corresponding distributions 
really look like (wbich is hardly feasible looking nt (3))but as 
a mathematical tool (3) .is perfectly capable to solve all problems 
one usually is interested' in (including e.g. the Ilnrtrec-Fock pro
blem as will be seen below). The reconstitution techniques (parti.il 
-ftsummation ) are clumsier to use .and loose in accuracy and mathe
matical rigour, so that wc prefer to stick to the simplicity and 
accuracy oil (3) usually very well converged after the +1 -term. In 
order to demonstrate that in (3) all the* information of the smooth 
Higher distribution is contained we simply mention J3 that a skil
led reconstitution of the true'function using O ) yie*lds a distri
bution which is indistinguishable within the thickness of the line 
from the smooth curve in Fig. la. The same technique has then been • 
used to reconstruct the signer function for a Woods Saxon poten
tial (Fig, 2). Compared to the harmonic oscillator case we see some 
differences : the distribution depends now on the angle 0 of the 
cut in phase space (Fig. 1b). For cuts exploring more the interior 
of the nucleus the distribution is more infinite matter (i.e. step) 
like becoming more diffuse for cuts involving the surface region; 
no.corresponding Strutinsky calculation is available as yet but 
preliminary comparison with the exact Wigncr function shows very 
reasonable agreement in the surface region indicating that also 
for general nuclear potentials our method yields very accurate ave
rage distributions. Again, wc also sec the Friedel bump more or • 
less developed at all angles. The reproduction of this bump is wc 
think a remarkable feature implying that information about it is 
contained in (3). As a matter of fact this bump is the reason why 
the distribution f (sec Pig. 1 .a) is very asymétrie around the bor
der u of the corresponding Thomas Fermi step function (this is e.g. 
not the case for the example of eq. (2) where the'step function 
cuts the Fermi function exactly at half height, i.e. symmetrical
ly); indeed closer inspection of (3) (in broadening the 6-fune-
tion somewhat) shows that the tf2 - correction terms indeed "shuf
fle" distribution from the edge of the step function away more 
to the interior allowing also for the build up of the bump. Rea
lising this wc may gain an appreciation fur 'the potential power 
and accuracy contained in (3). 

Wc have been quite detailed and elaborate on certain points 
in thin paragraph beenunc we think that this constitutes the basis 
to what will fiiUuw'whcrc due to rèi;triot<d sp.tcc w« will bo for
ced to be much briefer. Uc aslo feci that these things have not 
been very much clarified noititer in the nuclear physics literature 
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nor ore we awaru of any detailed discussion elsewhere, 

SEMI CLASS T.CAL 11AHTRKK--FOCK 

The considerations in the proceeding*paragraph lead UÎÎ direc
tly to a very simple solution of the nuclear Ilartrce-Foek problem 
for the average selfconsistent Winner transform of the density ma
trix : wc assume that wc can represent a distribution like the one 
shown in Fig. 2 by a superposition of known functions; one could 
for instance imagine an expansion on a harmonic oscillator basis 
but probably, in view of the special structure of the radial cuts 
in Fig' 2^the following'procedure is more efficient. Let us try 
to find a good guess for a function which has enough freedom to 
represent any of the curves in Fig. 2 quite accurately in choosing 
appropriately some parameters. A relatively crude guess is a Fcrwi 
function but probably a superposition of a Fermi function and deri
vative of a Fermi function allows already a quite accurate repre
sentation; we shall call this function F(e,). Since this function 
is supposed to be quite close to the seokod for function it can 
be used as a kind of "basis" to represent the true function and 
it is well known that the following procedure is convergent un-* 
der certain conditions (we call ffl (c) the radial cuts in Fig.2) : 

2 

f e(c) - (f + C, (0) |jr + C 2(0) -?-j +'...) F e <e) (./,) 
3e 

To make thin expansion plausible wc consider the ratio 
v'(t) « f (l.)/F(t) of the Fourier transforms f(t) and F(l) of f (c) 
and F (c) respectively; under the Condition that r ( O has a conver
gent Taylor series in powers of t eq.(4) is convergent as a dii-cct 
Fourier transform of (4) shows. Whether our ansatz (4) works rea
sonably i.e. with only a few coeff icicntr; C . depends of course on 
the quality of our guess for F(c). As it can be seen from Fig. 2 
the Û- dependence of the parameters should be quite smooth and 
can cert airily be fit by low order polynomials in 0 . The anisotro-
"py in the p dependence wc talked about above, can also be incorpo
rated with one or two further parameters as we have a qui.Le good 
knowledge of the angular dependence in f (U,p) (see for this rof'). 
For most cases I: "ever the angle average ï(K,p) will W sufficient. 
We therefore suppose to have with (4) a quite accurate and flexi
ble paramotrisation of f(K tp), The Wigner transform of the liar-* 
trcc-Fock potential is then schematically given by 

V U' F*(R,p> = / d 3 r ' v(R-ft p (?')+ / d 3k v(p-*kV(K,k) (3) 

•where p (r> = 2 / d?p f/{27iK)3 is the density and v(p) the Fou
rier transform of the two body force v(r). We insert V ' ' of (5) 
into the Wîf.ncr KiL'kwuod expansion (3) generalised to non local 
potentials and find a Wigner Kîrkwood distribution f , „ <U,p) 
which thus dt!pendst on the say C Lo il parameters necessary to para-



ttctrlite fCttf|0 through (4) <ur on any nthev expansion coeffi
cient!;). These parameters can then be fixed by the comlition that 
the expectation values of an equal miinbcr of operators he equal 
calculated in using f given through ,(4) or usine f y K of (3). Such 
operators can be low powurs'of r and p (the powers may he frac
tional or negative) ,or combination of powers or functions of r and 
p such as r..p or H F • T + V'!1'. It is easy to construct in this 
way say around 10 operators OjO^p). As we said the parameters in' 
<4) can then be fixed by the condition 

/d 3R d 3p 0 t £ w = /d 3 R d 3 p 0 i f \ (C) 

where the number of operators 0 must- be equal to the number of 
parameters entering into f > Since as we have discussed above f.„ 
yields extremely accurate results for expectation values (error : 
10 ',.. 10 -^) this procedure should then allow also for a very 
accurate determination of f(ll,p). Of course the result may depend 
on the specific choice of the set {0.} of operators and we should 
in each case chock that our- final result does not' depend cens.iL 17 
vely on the choice in enlarging the* number of parameters and 
consequently the number of operators. The dependence on a specific 
set of operators may be significantly reduced by the possibility 
that the above proposed procedure is variational. So far this is 
an unproven conjecrure but there are reasons which we do not want 
to dwell <»n here» to believe that this is in fact the case. In 
any case the numerical examples we will study now "are very encou
raging. 

These examples are very much simplified by the fact that we 
studied only 2ero range forces of the. Skyrme type. Since the cor
responding potential (5) is local i.e. p-independent the whole 
procedure is reduced to a parametrisation of p (r) only. We took 
as a parametrisation for p a superposition of the. first and se
cond power of a Fermi function which Js equivalent to taking a 
Fermi function plus its first derivative. We thus had four para
meters to be fixed by (6). For the Q.'s we took the particle num
ber, R ', It and'R 2. We calculated forlthe Skyrnie forces SUT. and 
SVII for N = Z - 20 and 92 (no Coulomb field, no spin orbit) the 
total binding energies and the. rms radii and compare these quanti
ties to those obtained from selfconsistcnt Hnrtrec-Fock-StruLinsky 
calculations (sec Table 1). In Fig. 3 we also show for the case 
SIII,£,Ne:92 the comparison of the exact and scmiclassical densities. 
We sec that there is a very satisfactory overall agreement au wc.îl 
as for the binding energies,rms radii,and tho density itself. The 
scuiiclassical donsity is slightly too diffuse in the surface 
however which might be an indication that the chosen parauiftrisa-
.tion -is not yel optimal. In Table 1 we also give the relative 
weight factors with .which the first and second povrors of the Fer
mi function in p arc represented; wo see that always the so-
co..d power is by far tho most important one . This-subtle feature 
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1 19 * • 
actually has been known before * revealing that the surface re
gion of the nuclear density is asymmetric around the half density 
point. It iii very satisfying that our aemicl.asai.cal procedure re
produces this fact indicating once again that in the Vigne»: Kirk-
wood series. (3) very fine details of the density or dciihity ma
trix are contained. So far the .method has not yet been c.V-rked in 
very great, detail and it. would for example be interesting if 
including a third power of the Fermi, function improved the 

^ l u ' t n o F i g . 3 . Exact Ilartrcc— 
Focfc dens i ty (fulL l ine) 
and senucla*;* : cal dens i 
ty (broken l i ne ) for 
N=Z= 92(S1I I ) . 
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density. Om: could al si? think that tnklng'.as a first guess for the 
' density .1 l'ormi. f uncèioii tu an arbitrary power where tin: power is 
an ajustable parameter wouUl be helpful. A further indication that 
the'above procedure is quite succcssfull lies in the fact that the 
somiclnssicaUy calculated level density parameter agrees well 
with the llartrcc-l'ock Strutinsky'result. We also calculated the 
static monopole polarisabiliLy in constraining the density by an 
external monopole field and found excellent agreement between semi-
classicai and Hartrco-Fock results. 

Another advantage of this method is that it is vei-y easily 
generalised to finite temperatures. In fact we only have to replace 
in (3) the step function (and consequently the derivatives of S-
functions which are. successive.derivatives of the step function) by 

H 
e(u - D C ) + ^ 

« 
(M - « ) •*. 

(1 + exp ( • 

3 2f , 

3,/ . 

u 
) ) 

-J 
(7) 

Va also would like to mention that a "liquid drop expansion" in vo
lume, surface, curvature can straightforwardly be achieved^. 
Since applications of semiclassical method for groundstate proper-
tics arc quite numerous and veil documented for instance in what 
concerns the calculation of fission barriers 20,21 W e here want to 
content ourselves only with one further example namely the depen
dence of Lhe height of the.fission barrier on the compression or 
dilauon of the nucleus.Ve calculated this result some years back 2 2 

within the density functional formalism but there is no doubt that 
similar results could be reproduced with the method outlined in 
this paragraph. We show in Fig. 4 the fission barrier height for 
2 l uTu as a function of the central density p 0. We see that the 
barrier is lowered more in compressing it than it is raised in 
dilating it; one could speculate that in a breathing mode the 
nucleus sees on the average a reduced width favouring the fission 

Fig. A ' . 

Dependence of the fis
sion barrier height on 
the central density p 0. 
l*he-vertical broken li
nes indicate the cxtre-
mas of p 0 for the brea
thing mode while the 
base of the parabola 
Dhows the equilibrium-
density. 



Ending I hi y paragraph wo would like to point oui; «gain the 
simplicity and theoretical well froundedness or our apprnoch; this 
in view of" other existing methods to solve the same problem like 
the well Known density funcl'iomil formalism^» " or the. recently de
veloped 41 - resummation technique**. The" density functional forma-
liiïm suffer.s from several drawbacks i it a .u.se is difficult to jus
tify beyond the classical turning point; the convergence in powers 
c,f. k\ is quite a bit «lower than the Wigncr Kirkwood series and it 
has been convincingly shown '--* that one has to go to 'fourth order, 
for convergence whereas in (3) second order is sufficient. Fourth 
order terms are however'already quite complicated 20,24 becoming 
almost intractable in the most general cases including.such*fea
tures as finite range forces, spin orbit ternis, rotational motion, 
finite temperatui'c,-md nuclear superfluidity. Generalisations of ' 
this kind are however still easily feasible with the Wigner-Kirk-
wood expansion as wc will show below. Further difficulties arise 
with the calculation of the level density parameter at the. Fermi 
surface when» density functional methods seem to give 2G% - 30% 
too high values compared to corresponding Uartrcc-Fock-Strutinsky 
values 25 ( not_ to talk about quantifier, which arc impossible to 
calculate with density functional methods like e.g. the derivative 
of the single particle level density at <î;e Fermi surface which, 
as can easily be checked, gives a divergent result whereas it is 
perfectly .defined using the Wigner"Kirkwood expansion (3). 

The other method named "partial # resuimnation" has as we 
mentioned already other difficulties related for instance to in
consistencies in the-ft - expansion and to uncontrolled accuracy 
in a necessary saddle-point approximation; still it is very useful 
to reconstruct approxi.oai.cly the true fonction to which (3) is its-
asymptotic expansion. 

SKHIUI.ASSÏCA1, TKKATMKNT OF NUCLKK SUPERFLUIDITY 

Wo will bcextrcmely brief in this paragraph because the 
main results arc already documented elsewhere *»^ *^.lncc quite so
me time, we will however indicate reeent developments in Lhis 
field. 

It is wall known that forsuperHuid nuclei the H.F. nchemc 
has to be replaced by the 11.F. + BCS or the Hartree-Fock llogo] iu-
hov theory (HFR)jin addition t:o the normal density p and the 
norin.nl field V111* additional quant it iqs K (anormal density) and A 
(pair potential) arc introduced leading to generalised density 
and llauiiltonian : 

\K 1- p / \ A - i i 1 1 , 1 , + \J 
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Solving the UNI «qs D* ., ï O " 0; (ft,2 

leads to the following solution : 
(K. to lowest order in It 

•ii> O^-X.VE» } 

tf^F • A ) ' 

(9) 

whore the index W stands for Wigner transform^ It is easy to see 
that for A ->- 0 we got back the usual lowest order Thomas Fermi 
theory of non suporfluid nuclei. We Solved the corresponding •gap 
equation " , + + * + 

Ajj - / d J k v (p-k) K(R,10 

using the Gogny force and obtained for the gap at the local Fermi 
surface , ., 

'P 1 / 300,i. P c P F W » p-'-UW.i.ç. for Ap(R) » A (R,PE> • 

the result shown in Tig. 5 (wo want to point out that we solved 
the gap equation numerically but a very accurate approximate soli -
tion can be obtained analytically using standard methodsof the 
infinite matter case in solid state physics 26 ), ̂ f c remark froij 

KUJ 

• " ' V , - ' 
E IB.VJ 

S 
• IffJ» 

S 

4» to to 3» lie . u Ht 

Fig. 5. Spatial dependence of 
Aj.,00 = A(tt,p (It))for n 2 S n . 
R indienLus the position of 
half density 

Fig* 6 Comparison of exact quan-
tal and fiemicl.Tssic.il results 
for the condensation energy KQ 
for nuclei constrained to spheri
city as a function of neutron 
number '-7. 
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Fig. 5 that in the interior of the nucleus vc obtain A,,*LrO..,i MeV 
which at Llio same time represents the nuclear matter value of the 

• nucl-cr gap calculated with the Cogny force. We also see thai A» 
has mi extreme surface variation shcfol ing'iip to almost 3 MeV at 
a point wheri Lhc density has dropped to a third of its saturation 
value. That thin lowest order Thomas Fermi solution for the gap is" 

'* not devoid of reality is shown in l-'ij. 6 where we compare lite scmi-
cjnssically calculated condensation energy 

E c - 1 Tr (icA) » •! /d 3 Rd 3 p ^ K w. / ( 2 i i ^ ) 3 

as a function of neutron number with resul.ts obtained by an cxart 
solution of the HPB cqs.^7 constraining the nuclei to sphericity. 
TJc see thai: the semiclassical values follow the "average trend but-
passing through the maximal values rather than through the true 
average. In view of the extreme sensitivity of the solution on all 
parameters (exponential dependence on strcngLh, range of the force, 
nffedive mass, density) we think however that thin lowest order 
remit can be considered'as a success; after al3 if i*s a quitte 
subtle question who Liter local density, i.e. Thomas-Fermi theory is 
applicable for a quantity like the pairing Rap» we do not want to 
dwell on this question further here but rather «answer it by the 
affirmative in view of our results. However, it is clear from the 
rapid spatial variation of A p in the surface and the overshooting 
of E c thaf-tf, i.e; gradient-corrections to this lowest order result 
will be quite important. Since gradient corrections-are inefficient 
in the interior of the nucleus this means thaL the very pronounced 
surface peak in Ap will most likely he quite substantially redu
ced, leading at the same time to a réduction uf E , 

« c 

Gradient corrections to the. (ft « 0) result (9) can in fact be 
elaborated in a similar fashion as in the non superflu id case 28. 
Wo briefly want to sketch this here : it is well knovit " that Lhe 
normal density is related in the, following vay to the Uloch density 

p = £ H C P /p with C 6 « cxp (- 0 0 

aiv3ï£ standing for inverse Laplace transformation. It is easy to 
relate in u similar way the. density matrix (L of eq. (8) to a ge
neralised Koch de.nsi.Ly C a exp (-JÏ ÏC ) the lowest order (in M ) 
o.xpiessîon of which if! obtained by the replacement *$( •> X w I Lhis 
leads of course again to eqs (9). Inserting the formal expansion 

£ « £ + -n K + to2 I?, + , . . 
o 1 I 

into the VJigner transform of the Blnch equation 

allows to «'-valuatc the expression;;'for t , t' . 1.. and therefore 
the correction term:; to (9). These results will be published in 

http://de.nsi.Ly


_ more detailed form elsewhere * . The inclusion of three correction 
terms' will, however, an we said, be necessary to obtain precise 
quantitative agreement with the average of the fully quantal re
sults. Also the well hnowii empirical law for Lite even odd mass 
difference ' Aco ^ 12 A"''^ «ay 'Ion be explainable (this seems to 
be a quite subtle law Co be derived semiclassicaliy because of, the 
necessity to specify to even and odd systems). 

In conclusion, we can say that together with the n.ethod des
cribed in the previous paragraph wc will be able to.solve scmi-
classically Che full lU'JJ problem very economically for the average 
behavior of the normal' and superfluid components of nuclei. 

SLOW ROTATIONAL MOTION OF NOKMAL AND SUPKBFLUID NUCLEI 

Besides for the description of purely static nuclei in their 
groundstatc ,the methods outlined in 6hc proceeding paragraphs can 
be equally applied to nuclei in slow (i.e. adiabarjc) collective 
motion. A very well known example-is slow nuclear* rotation around 
an axis (say x-axis) perpendicular to the symmetry axis (say 
it-axis) of a deformed nucleus; wc Chen have to add in lite usual 
way an additional term - w£ x to the single particle Hamiltonian. 
This can be studied for normal as well as for superfluid nuclei. 

f?) Nor. superfluid case^ 

The llamiltonian Co be studied is now given by 1IU » 11 - tot^ 
where 8^ - y p 2 - z py is the x- component of the angular momen
tum. My can be treated exactly as H in the proceeding paragraphs. 
The analogous expression to (3) is'somewhat'store complicated but 
straightforward to calculate. It is also straightforward to eva
luate the moment of inertia in the & = C limit; as is well known 
29 it is equal to the one of rigid rotation. Including lowest or
der -IT - corrections reduces Ibis value by about h% if span is ne
glected. It is interesting to study to whaL kind of flow of the 
nuclear fluid this reduction is' due to. To this purpose ve calcj-
'latc the seniiciàssical current in the intrinsic frai.-i. In the pu
re Thomas-Fermi limit this is zero (rigid rotation). Tims any fi
nite current in the body fixed system must come from to-corrections. 
Since these always involve derivatives on the sic an field potential 
(sec (3)) it is clear that the intrinsic current is a surface phe
nomenon. It is easy to calculate this residual intrinsic current 
bjy for a deformed Hoods-Saxon potential within the Wiener Kirk-
wood expansion and wc indeed find a surface.current in the intrin
sic frame which opposes the rotational morion reducing chu:; the 
moment of inertia. W« show such a Clow pattern in Fig. 7 where 
.the-pronounced surface peaking is clearly exhibited. This pheno
menon is the analogue to the Hohf van "Lcruwen theorem in i.in-
mngnetisin which says that in the classical limit no d)am,-if*,nct ism 
•exists and that diamagnetism only comes ("row the .-unpenc current 
flowing in the surface layer of the sample . Our nuclear Bohr 



vanheouven ilifui'C'tti rcvonT» a quite small (as is dî:niui|;iiul iiim) but 
interestim- effect. It also demonstrate» quite nicely lli;iL In )oo-
king* at the average behavior using 5»*»iielassics subtleties ran bo 
evidenced straightforwardly, which in purely, qua tit urn mechanical 
treatment voit Id bo completely bidden by predominating «hell ef
fects : calcula; in£ namely the intrinsic current quantum mcchani- ' 
cally for .1 aprciric nucleus reveals strong vortex structures 
entirely duo ui sholj efforts. This structure only become w.-tsbed 
mit *iJ. tîio individûa] nucleus is heetrd (say in a heavy ion reac
tion) up to temperatures of the order 3-5 McV. It can IndLed be 
shnwn -*1 that the intrinsic current given in Fig» 7- is up to 
T K 10 McV quite independent of the temperature no that Fig. 7 
represents also the true picture for an individual but heated' • 
nucleus. ^ j ! > ^ 

Fig. 7 . Back flow in 
the body fixed frame. 
due to ^--corrections 
(Woods-Saxon putcnlial» 
A « 1û(i déforma tien 
E = 0.27 Ï2). 
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Jt is very well known that the rotational motion of nuclei 
in most strongly influenced by superfluidity reducing for example 
the moment of inertia by a factor of roughly two. It is therefore 
interesting to sec whether this phenomenon can be easily understood 
within our scmiclassicâl framework. In the shell model, basis {n} 
the moment of inertia for a superfluià nucleus Is given in the 
approximation of Jnglis, i.e. neglecting the readjustment of the, 
mean field to the rotational motion by : 

i " , : < n i I V " 2 > * „, „ . 

vil l i 

(10) 

&Kn " <",. v „ - u „ v „ >' <"n»l * l»i > / ( K , + K > . 0 l ) 
1 2 1 2 2 -1 1 2 

whi'ic 6p i s c.ilU'il tlw s i a l i c linc.tr free ruspmisc to 
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. the rot.ili.onnl Held. & J U, V and 15 are* the usual 1VCS occupa
tion 'millibars and qu.'j;:i»articlc energies. In order to simplify 
things wo consider here the g.ip to be n constant : thon ( U ) can 
be written in the following, form 

U, V, - U, V, E, E, - if, ÎT,'- A 2 . 

where E.(i » 1,2) arc the qu.isipûrticle energies (IT «• ÎT * A") • 
and îf tlie usual single particle Hamiltonian relative to the Feç-
mi energy (fT *° H - X). It can be verified that (12) approaches • 
S (X- (11) + ll2>/2) in the limit A •*• 0, Following Migdal 32 one 
observes Hint for finite values of A (12) still exliibiLs a sharp 
maximum as a function of the center of mass energy.11.- (H)+ll2)/2 
for K = X.. We will approximate this function by a' 6-function 
with however a A-dependent strength. .To evaluate, this strength-
we transform R)2 to center of mass and relative energies 11 and' 
h = 11) - il?, and integrate over 11 : 

fan Rdi.h) = i - g ( •—) (13) 

with . . . . ' 

B(x) = -2Ï-^SU«> <t« 

The moment of inertia therefore can be written as : 

IB
 = ?11 ~ *12 

Ï 1 2 " ^ S « c - E )/2A)l< „ |^ |n 2>|
2 6«-(c *t )/2) 

n.n, 1 / I i-
' *• (15) 

where of course the e 's arc the shell model single*particle 
energies. Introducing the Fourrer transform of g(x) and 6(x) 
we can also write :. 

T + oo Am •*• A t 

" C ' • cx|> (- » lit) 
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where * X (
T ) ""* 0 > :P (& V/\ T ^ * x

 C X P (*** *2A* T ) • 'A'"c ^pressions 
under the traces in (Id,*IV) are th» products of four uLnglc! parti
cle nperaturs and it in well, known'-* that to lowest order in-tf thi.!i 
iij juat tlic phase space integral over -the ordinary product of the 
L'igner transforms of the different operators. Within this approxi
mation it: is easy J:o show, that £•.. is equal to the rigid body ind-* 

• nicnL of inertia C {'\\ u fl'rig )• ïlie expression for h'\7. ï : : «OMO- . 
what iiiorc involved since i?oc C'l) ™y('() P. (T) ~y* (T) p (t) 
CrCr)> p(l') being the classical trajectories) is not known in ana
lytical form for a general notcntinl. Under certain conditions a 
power scries expansion in*n / h A^ may be valid otherwise partial 
rcsummntion of the. series using Fade approximatifs may he adequate, 
l-'or the harmonic: oscillator the classical trajectories and there
fore &„(t) are easily evaluated and of course well known in ana-. 
lyrical form. Inserting this *nto (17) performing the time inte
grals and evaluating the phase space integral, yields 

Ï12 " ,-,.3 3 .4 ~'Z 2" * B-, + 
J 
12li 3 

x'1 

3 4 
<°2 ay 

* 2 

V ± » * 2Â (1S) 

with g.h - g ( v . , ) and oiy, 0).A being the harmonic o s c i l l a t o r f r e 
quencies in y-"and z- d i rec t ion (we r eca l l that we consider an 
ax in l l y symmetric nucleus with p r o l a t e deformation r o t a t i n g around 
the x - ax i s ) . Expression (18) is exact ly equivalent to the one 
found by Migdal •** using however qu i te a d i f f e ren t procedure. From 
(10) we sec th->t in fac t in t r e a t i n g Jt̂  ( i ) to a l l orders In 
i\*/fià 2 a pnrt inl rcsumination of the: tf expansion for 7 . lias been 
achieved involving however the most subt le part s ince wu sec from 
i t that the order of the l i m i t s A *» 0 and ft ->- 0 arc not i n l c r -
changeabU;. As a maLter of fact A **- 0 f i r s t and if •+ 0 second 
y i e l d s J-jj = Oand therefore ^fu « frrig. On the other hand 
reversing the order y i e ld s ffi2 " ' J ' r i g a m I therefore J-JJ - 0. In 
I ' jg. S we sliow t h i s behavior of jfjj AS a function of A for the 
model nucleus ' " 8 Er for a deformation of G » 0 ,27 . We a l so show 
the exact: quantum mechanical r e s u l t and see the c lose agreement ' 
between two approaches for f i n i t e values of A. I t turns out that A 
i s a very e f fec t ive smearing parameter and that already fer r e a l i s 
t i c values of A seniielassi.ca] and quantum mechanical r e s u l t s are 
almost' i nd i s t ingu i shab le . From Fig . 8 we a l so see that the reduc
t ion of the moment of i ne r t i a by a . factor of (wo from i t s r i g id 
value-for A — 1 MeV i s very well confirmed. 



Fig. 8 • Comparison of 
quantum mechanical (broken 
line) mid rieiniclasnical 
"(full line) moment of iner
tia) as a function of,A-, 

2 . 4 6 8 10 

Nature provides us not so very much with a variation of j* 
as a function of A for constant deformations C but rather with 
the inverse situation, i.<!. the moment of inertia for diffèrent-
déformations with a roughly constant gap can he measured. In Fig.9 
we show the experimental findings 33- together with the results 
of our expression 15,18 t y e S C Q that our formula yields for 
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At J%}~ "*lh: 

I*ig. 9 . Somiclnssical 
moment of inertia as a 
function of deformation 
(Hill-Wheeler coordinates ' 
arc used). The points at 
3 a; 0.7 correspond to the 
shape isomers (A= 0.93 Me*} 

constant finite Rap ! f u ^ 6 » 0) = 0 and T'IJ(C-* ") 
quiregood agreement with the experimental data. 

X 1«. 
It should he mentioned that for largo values of A the for

mula- (10,11) h<'iora«,s inadequate and the rcadjiu-.tciiicnt & 0 of A 
to tlic rotational field should he taken into account. Also this 
can he treated in.our framework and wu find that the moment of 
inertia approaches "the irrotational flow value, as A> •». For 



A £* 1 MoV the influence of A * is however not very important. 
and we shall not". disctiss il: further hero.. 

Contrary to the procédure chosen'by Migdal, we are perfectly 
capable to fil'îio calculate l:hc current:;in the body fixed fram-i we. 
obtain for j » (Jx,j O^) 

R 

j « - » p(R) •- [(» +« ) 8^-(wB ~ < 0 R +l 
/ y ' • • • (1 (J) 

•> K r T 
j y = m p .00 ^-[_Çwz-Muy) g_ + (u z -u y) sH.J " " 

Depending on the value of A we obtain from (19) a more or les» 
..trong backflow until for A ->- » , no matter flowis. in ,the laboratory 
frame while the potential is sCrll turning. We checked this with 
quantum mechanical calculations and found close agreement with (10). 
clown to almoiit real.iatic values of A . For very small, values of A 
the afore mentioned vortices due to shell structure develop 
however quantum mechanically v;hereas the scqiiclassical treatment 
yields only the average part of it. 

Concluding this paragraph",- we can say that our "semiclassical 
method!! very satisfactorily allow a quantitative undersl anrHuj.: of 
notmal and supcrfluid nuclei in rotation and that for instance for 
supcrfluid nuclei seiniclassical and fully quanta 1 results are very 
close due to the smearing effect of A . Further studies refining 
the above treatment using for instance a coordinate dépendent gap 
would be interesting. 

QHK PARTICLE - ONE HOLE AND ÏKO l'ARïlCI-E-THO HOLE LEVEL HKNSmiSS 

The static 'Linear rûsponsefunction (1?) of the last paragraph 
is in fact already a two body correlation function and in applying 
successfully our seiniclassical methods implies tha't we know how to 
calculate more bedy correlation functions in the Thomas Fermi 
limit. We hero want to make, a more detailed study for the lp-lh and 
?.p-2h level densities. 

It is very well known iiinco long how to calculate in Thomas-
FetmiUieory the single particle level den dit y gj„' = Çô(li ~i-i) ~ 
Tr fi{E~H) : the HamiJtonian has to he replaced by its classical 
counterpart (II -Ml) and the trace must, be converted into a phase 
space .integral. For a! three dimensional spherical harmonic oscil
lator potential we then find -11 w ( > i\\u ** n ^ with e *= \'.fïi'\t. Tn 
order to proceed to•more complicated level densities! vc therefore 
will try to express Chose aiso in a rcpicscnlation independent 



way using traces. It is easy to verify.that we have : 

(20) 

„ E 

8 2 p _ 2 h 
P ] < P 2 . h | < I > 2 

6(K- c -E + E. +c. ) 
P, P, b, h, 

Tr f Tr 2 Tr 3 Tr^ {0 (Ej,-H/() 0 (ly-llj) 0<H 2- E r)0 (11, - Ej,) 

6(E- II, - « 2 + H 3 »/,» 
-(exchange) 

(21) 

The unit step functions 0 in (20,21) are the projectors on the 
particle or hole spaces. In'(21) we do noi specify the extra terms 
coming from the Paul! principle between the two particles and two 
boles^ because wc here only are interested in the principle of 
the procedure. From what wc said above about the single particle 
level density we immédiatly find the way to pass to the semiclassi-
cal limit in (20,21) : we replace the Hj_'s by llic

 a n t l the traces 

T by n- / d 3 r d 3p. / (2TT tf)3 

3 
with n- the spin, isospin degeneracy. We thus obtain for (20) a 
double phase space integral and for (21) a four fold phase space 
integral. For the spherical harmonic oscillator all integrals can 
be perforwod analytically and we obtain for example for the lp-lh 

level density ( X - Ep/-îî(̂ ) : ' • 

« i - i h - -P+ T o 5 " ^ H - X ) 2 < = - « C x 2 * è < c - « . I - t e - M 2 ] 60 

and a similar but lengthier expression for B 2 n_ 2i 1

3- (22) 

«/*•>« 

Fi.fi, 10 . Number of 
states for g 

£1p-tli,s2p-2K 
IP' 
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In ri.];- 10 ut: show the comparison of our senile la:: si cal calculation 
with .in exact quantum mechanical one. ilouc-vor in order to case the 
comparison wc display the integrated quantities i.e. I lit* noiritei: 
of levels as a function ot energy, For reasons of complet eness we 
also show the single particle case'. We sec that" the scmïe.lnssical 
results pass very nicely thruugh the average rjuaiUal values; even ' 
such linn details as the very lew level density below ïMuo^ Pur 
ï»2iï-2h n i : t ! well accounted for. Va Chu;; have a very reliable theory 
to aslo calculate correlation function somiclassically.. # 

The above procedure to obtain the scmiclassical -1'imi.t for 
correlation functions -is "however not quite as trivial as our deri
vation might indicate. In fact this procedure docs rint_ give tbc 
complete -h -> 0 limit . Let us explain this in more detail : 
our prescription leads e.g. for the ^-function in (20) to 

6- (E - H j c + ll2c) - The. argument of this function contains Llie dif
ference of Che potential at two different points : VOïJ-• V(K2)* 
Thomas Koruii theory however supposes that the potential is locally 
a constant, i.e.. all g) adients of the pntential .v.:e Supposed to be 
Jjcgliçiblc; introducing center of'gravity and relative coordinates 
R. - R + 8*72 and R2 •= R - s/2 wc sec that to lowest order in an * ' 
expansion in powers of M the potential tcims drop out in the "i5 -
function and to the sane order the total expression in the curly 
bracket;; dépend only on the single spatial coordinate \i. This 
represents the complut.) tt "0 limit.piul it is straightforward to 
show lhat going to higher powers in s introduce:; ̂ -corrections of 
the same order. We thus corne Co the conclusion that our procedure 
•in.retaining ail powers in the relative ph-dislance (.reals there
fore E.1K! relative ph motion to aï 1 orders in ft whereas the indi
vidual motion of the particle and the whole is treated to lowest 
order in -it {i.e. Thomas; Fermi) only. One also earily sees that 
the total -îl " 0 limit (s =- 0) corresponds to what is usually cal-- • 
led the local density approximation where in the infinite matter 
result X is simply replaced by the local l'ermi energy 
A (K) * X - V(K) ~ p2 (lb / ?m « pCK) 2'^. It therefore has to be 
recognized that the local density approximation for the evalua
tion of correlation function:; contains a very severe assumption 
•namely that the correlation function does not depend on for exam
ple the relative p-h distance. It is however clear that I he p-h 
correlation function has to go to 2e.r0 at li:asl. for ph distances 
greater than the nuclear radius. In many physical examples the 
p-h response-function ir. •however multiplied by operators which 
restrict the p-h distances to small values so that tbe local den
sity approximation may still be valid. This is a quite 
subite point and necessitates detailed investigation in each case; 
we will give an example of this below. We aslo immediately see 
that we run into trouble» wiih.tho. local density approximation if 
we wanted to use it for the evaluation "f the p h level, density 
(20). Because of the absence of the relative p-h "variable in this 
case the integral over this variable contained in the double 
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phase space integration'yields u divergent contribution unies:; it 
is somewhat ad hoc restricted to the nuclear volume. 

The method developed above to evaluate, the p-h densities has 
of course a.number of further applications. First of all we want 
to mention that, using the same method, it is easy to calculate - > 
•any m-p n-h level density. Second lifetimes of quasiparLicles 
and giant resonances can he directly related to the quantities 
involving* • 2p-Ih and 2p-2h level densities, respectively. For 
example one can directly convince'oneself that the imaginary p:irc 
W of the optical potential for elastic nucléon scattering is to 
second order in the two body interaction given by (we use Fourier 
representation of the 2p-1h -̂.-function and a contact force) ': . 

V<Î,Î\B> = fV0

2 / | f f t - 4 ' * CL

b £,*'> (Ĉ  <î.ï«» 2 (23) 

where CÎ•&,'{•) = / d P • • « ' S p s 0 (X- H ) e c (24) 
' (27tH) J c 

p . ( 2 7 t h ) 3 c • 

This fai.miln is straightfoiward to evaluate and we can in view 
of the accuracy of our result:; for the level densities have qui Le 
well founded confidence concerning the average behaviour of this 
quantity (i.e. without shell fluctuations) wh'ich yields the ima
ginary part of the optical potential completely off the energy 
shell. 

In this particular example Che contact force constrains the 
particle and holes to the same center of mass position, neverthe
less the result ( 2 3 ) i s no t equal to the lec a1 tie n s i v y ay p r o s i m; ; t ion 
where one-takes the infinite matter rcsutt.replacing simply Cp 
by cp(R) everywhere. Preliminary results confirm Lhe well 
known parabolic energy' dependence W K(K - E F ) ^ close to the Fer
mi surface but our expression is in no way only restricted to this 
energy region. Once the imaginary part W is known one can also 
calculate the corresponding real pari: U using well known disper
sion relations relating boLh quantities. We thus arc able to 
determine to lowcs.t order perturbation theory an effective energy,, 
dependent pc-tential U - V * i W usually cill-ed the mass operator 
Because of the relative simplicity of Lhe semlclassical calculus 
we could then imagine that: we' add M to the usual llartree-Foek 
potential and perform a semiclnssical selfconsistent calcul au ion 
iuclud'ing V^*1'" and M using i he procedure outlined above. On the 
contrary a' full quantum mueh:tniça,l treatment of' this problem seems 
to be quite difficult. Corrections contained in H arc presently 



' - * 

. At t rac t ing much in t e re s t because I'hoy «re believed to curt* a lonfc-
Standing problem of Had r«i";Ku(:k theory : the «ingle part i r ! i' level 
«l'-'iipity around fciie J'enni level turn!! always out to In* roughly n 
factor of I.wo too small. Including II MM; s ingle p a r t i c l e leve) 
densi ty a t I he Keinii energy i s given by 

For 1! - 0 oq. (25) y ie lds of ^course the same r e s u l t ' a s discu:;r.cd 
auovc bud the influences of M" duo to i l s energy dependence seems 
l ike ly to be important. 

The ol her very in teres t nig quant i ty c losely re la ted to (23) 
i s the spreading width of giant resonances a r i s i n g from the demy 
of the co l l ec t ive n>otîon Juin incoherent 2p-2h s t a l e : ; . Introducing 
or. e f fec t ive po ten t i a l Mpj, 33, JG which conta ins aî ! e f f ec t s b e s i 
des the rcftuiiiination of p-h bubbles (iïi'A) vc can wri te for the 
exact l inea r response, function R sebemat i ca l l y 

R E • 4 A
 + R L <>, * E . <2« 

Kvalualing M . to second oi.\h;r of the two body interaction and 
sandwich)np, it. between the transition density fip of flie collecti
ve mode yields for the width of the giant' resonance j: 

r , . • : % I m «ph \ _ 
Using again a contact force v.v. obta in 'to second order in the two 
body in t e rac t ion • 

r ) t - ' W d 3 r , . l 3 r ' , d 3 r 2 d 3 r ' 2 « p / r , ? ' , ) 

ViUi ' 

- f t <v2>
 ci #,*v - i <vv < <>V2>T<; <v a > 

+ Ccu ( V V V c i . < W - .^F ' . iV V ' V V J <£ <V2> J ( 2 B> 
Insert.) up, «x»i-c.:;:;ion (2'i) into (28) w. :.oc chat ei | . (28) i s 
e s s en t i a l l y llu: iuvurr.e Uijim'i' fr.Tur.ruVm of 1 îit'. i'^|in'.".:;i(in umlor 
tlic tvauc.f'cM; (.In- 2p-2h l.cvi'1 di'ntsfty (S I ) . Aiisinninn for tin; 
Iransil ' i ini d e n s i t i e s n° simple ana ly t i c form l i k e Hit! ones jjiven by 

2i 



this schematic modo), or the Tannic Model we" .are capable to calculate 
the.avcrauo spreading width as a J:unction of particle number in a 
very reliable way. In order to (jive a (jrnphlcal imprcKsion of 
processes cq. (28) accounts for we represent in Fit. 11 the 
corresponding Kcyninan graphs* 

X 

Fig. 11 . Two particle - two hole contribution to the spreading 
width of giant resonances. 

ïhis example should be sufficient to illustrate the possible ap
plication;; of our theory for m particle - n hole'Jhvel densities. 

LXNKAU RESPONSE AND NUCLEAR ;ïRUCTURE FUNCTIONS • -

It is clear that the p-h level density is intimately related 
to the nuclear response function and it would be interesting to 
see to which accuracy our method of the proceeding paragraph 
allows us to calculate the linear nuclear response. Let us study 
to this purpose the so-called nuclear structure function * ' 

S ;(E) . • j; |< pj Q |ii >|2 6<E- e +6j) (29) 
P h \ 

where we put an index zero to indicate that in expression (29) 
residual p h intcraeti.onsîmve been neglected. Using our formal ism 
(29) can be written with - the same approximation which lead us • . 
from (20) to (22) : 

S o W " S f / d t ********* d3r* Q<f r') Q^tf P) (30) 

^ ( Ï . Î ' W A , d 3r 2 C^ (r r,) Q (?, ? 2). C* &% P) (31) 

and C. , C given by (24). A frequently encountered excitation 
operator (̂y-rnys» inelastic electron scattering etc) is the 
plane wave : Q (r,rf) - cl(l>" 5(r"r'). Inserting this operator 
in (30) and using {24) we obtain the structure function as a 
function of excitation energy E and «(omentum tr.nn:»fi:r q 38 



«:«•' s"(i:,n> == y-i1:.^1:.!' 0 ( x_ „ j «(,;._• -J- ( p 2 - ^ . ; , ) 2 » «2) 
< 2*« 3 • . -05 M O 

Mr. remark lhat in this example replacing \ by X 0 0 i» the. infi
nite matter expression leads it» the. same result as (3?-) and ('S'.'^ 
therefore: coincides with the loral density approximation, IL is 
intuitat ivcly clear that tin':; appro*îin.il ion should become flic 
better tho larger llie. momentum transfer q since in this case only 
.small portion:: of the nucleus treatable a» local pieces uf-nwlear 
matter are being probed. This depend» however on the. re.BoUit.Ion 
we arc looking for . A vv.ry line resolution would in iaeL reveal 
a lot of structure in which most of tlic time wc arc. however not 
interested and thus a Thomas Kerini approach»which yields by defi
nition only the average adequate. 

tfc want to investigate. Ibis in a model study for a non inter-
Acting nucleoli gas in a spherical harmonic potential. In this case 
the structure function j.j*'easily evaluated exactly .and to be compa
red with lhe seiiii.clniisic.il "reault obtained straightforwardly from 
(32)33 

( 0 k.. < a 

S(E.q) -
1 
fir 

« 2 3 ;n u q 

7. .. 2 
5 ( k ] ' 

^H 

2,5/2 

w2-?yr 

(33) 

- h 2 ) 5 / 2 k < l . 

«line a " —2 2 
q)> 

~T" *'§ - , n r i c * 1 Z w c a l l o w LUls 

q« 
re.Dul i ns a function of q for the harmonic oscillator together 
with the qiiauUtm mechanical one averaged over with a rectangular' 
dif,î ribution ?.ïï.) wide (a 2hw wide distribution and not a 1fcV0 

wide one is to be used because it can be shown that Thomas-Fermi 
* theory averages individually over the punitive and negative parity 
part oX the specl rum). We see that: already for q * O.Ofm we get 
a very reasonable agreement beLween quantum mechanics and semi-
classics. This agreement improves for increasing values of q; 
below q c 0.6 fur* however the detailed form of the semiclasnical 
distribution starts to deviate from the quantum mochanical one 
and for q -> 0 we obtain a <5'00 distribution whereas the quantum 
result bay a 6-poak at 1H 0) enrrcsponding to the dipolc excita
tion. The 6' 00 distribution haw however such a strength IhnL the 
well known dipolo .sum rule is still f ulll i J led. One can easily 
convince ancselT that in the q -» 0 limit taking for Q the angular 
moment urn operator iy. and calculating the inverse energy weighted 
sum rule we again get the rigid body moment of inertia. 
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: Fig. 12 

Structura function in 
. the local density appro
ximation for two value» 
of the momentum transfer, 
Also shown' i« the his
togramme average of the 
exact result. 

. We thus see that this very simple' theory yields quantitative
ly rcliiihle. results for moderate to- high q~valuos and that even 
for small q-volucs energy integrated quantities enn-be accurately 
evaluatedà Tt is clear that f*or q •* 0 the local densi!./ approxima
tion must break down because in order to get the position of the 
dipol.e 6-pe'ak in the q -> 0 limit correctly wc must know the ei-
genfrequoncy which is a global quantity and can not be found by 
a local approach. 

However in generalising somewhat our above approach wc will 
indeed he able to get some information about the" exact position 
'of the resonance still using only Thomas-Ferini informa lion. To 
this end we write eq. (29) in the following form : 

* Et 
S o(E) « ̂ L - / d t e f f Tr {Q cjj Q + <£} (34) 

where C «= p exp < ~ II t) and C « <1-o) cxp (- è H t) and all 
quantities arc to be understood a" operators. Approximating the 
operators p aiv* exp ( j[U t) by their average values (by using 
•the corresponding Strutinsky averaged expressions or - what 
Amounts to the.'same - the (Extended )Fermi expressions) but still 
using each average operator as a nondiagonal matrix and performing 
proper matrix multiplication we should simply trani;form the exact 
spectrum of S (E) into a broadened one reflecting the averaging 
procedure. Using for the operators their non local Thomas-Fermi 
approximation and again the harmonic oscillator potential we ob
tain for Q - r Y20 the following result 

*ïT(E) « ft (3 + 6ÏÎ + 8 U2 * 8tt 3 ) e" 2^ ; Q * K/ft too (35) 

which is graphically displayed in Fig. 13*. The peak is soiiuuvb.it 
• shifted to the loft • of the exact peak position nt S2 » 2 bit I he 
center of gravity 'of our distribution in very clojie to the value 
of 2. The width T.of the peak has to be interpreted as alwnys 

"•"* urn" end of Le:-i . 
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in KrruLinr.hy averaging : It i s n-disLribulcd (u.g. Gaussian) ave
rage of nuclei ni dLffuirenl. inasiiett A (ii5/.i'is) whure Lhc width AA 
corresponds approximately to the nucli'on number of one s h e l l . L i 
near response on an ensembhe of. nuclei o f d i f f e ren t si Ken wil l of 
course give a broadened d i s t r i b u t i o n . This example showu un t.liai; 
widLli'» nncl therefore damping processes in general using ( loca l ) 
Fermi, cas approximations can he eas i ly overestimated by a Jnign 
faclor s ince of course fur a nucleus with a £U*_f_ij\i_t_*.̂  JWfiJV: L ' , i ! 

vidLh of Fig. 13 i s unphysical . We. therefore, should" be very c a r c -
£ul in usine such Uind of arguments in deucribini; cLainpinn and 
d i s s i p a t i o n processes . 

DESCRIPTION OF THK COLLKCTJLVE NUCLEAR VIBRATIONS ON THE AVLIIAGR 

In this last paragraph wo would like l:o CaUn up «gain the 
subject of the. semiclnssicnl description of collective mtelear 
vibiM Lions abouL which we talked already somewhat in the intro
duction. , • ' * 

We refer again to our picture,- tacitly present in all other. 
paragraphs, oC a quasi, macroscopic nucleus where the; continuum 
limit has been reached but surf.ice, curvature... sLill playing 
the role to de.fi.iut the droplet. What we have in mind is to calcu
late say the 24' states of such a nucleus, explore their A-dfpcn-
dencc, and extrapolate hack Lo real nuclei. This will then define 
the average (i.e. exempt, of shell, effects) of excitation energies, 
transition densities, currents, etc. Soae states (e.g. giani reso
nance;;) will depend very little on the shell structure so that our 
procedure- mif'hl almost coincide, 'with :i fully "microsccipic: IlPA .al-
dilation but other state:, (e.g. the low" lyiue /.'states) are. known 
to show str >ng shell fluctuations and thus a neunclassical treat
ment will reveal, only the averse sLructure. Tor example tin1 flow 
pattern of the low lying states may individually exhibit vortices 
but on Che average bo a state iu local equilibrium. It will then be 
a matter of taste whether wo consider Lhc '.verage behavior or the 
individual one to be the true nature of the slate. It is also clear 
that such a macroscopic, nucleus i F. r.upcrfluîd and this feature 
should be taken into account; it will howaver certainly influence 

more the low lying than the, high lying, parL of the. spurt rum. 
One approach whirh might eventually fli'co-iriL, m sumo senso, 

for the situation we have been describing is the recently deve
loped theory of fluid dynamics?. One there relate:; the time depen
dent density matrix p (i) by a unitary Lran.sformaLion.Lo the ul:c-
tic one .(p , ) : 

p(l) « <? p f i C e
 1 ? (36) 

'and expands the Uigner transform.of F in powers of p (lite original 
version ->f this specific derivation ot fluid dynamics can he found 
iu rcf.»3 Ch. 13) :." 
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i| F H « *oet,L> + *,(& M n " , • (37) 

Usîug in addition for (p )., the scmielasïïicnl one displayed in 
Fig. 2 could lend Co Clic'«Inscription of the average of tin» vibra
tional state,";. It is however unclear whether the expansion (37) 
converges and in which sense it converges (it could he an nsyiitj- o«-
tic expansion) • In fact this kind of procedure, which leads to equa
tions similar to the ones of an clastic medium have been criticized 
recently by Boilelï and I'c thick foi- the infinite matter'case / | 0. 
Whether there are additional arguments in favour of*(37) Cor finite 
systems seems to be an open question. . . 

We here therefore want to'briefly sketch an alternative 
approach which could be more systematic. The first observation is 
that for our quasi macroscopic nuclei which perform small amplitu
de vibrations around equilibrium the time dependent density 

. p(t> « p f i t + 6p(t) •' .• (38) 

changes only around the local Fermi surface of f*(p fc)„ in l?ig. 2. 
Therefore (6p(c))„ " 6C(K,p,t) is a time dependent, wavepackot 
in phasespace whose domain in phasespace is roughly constrained 
to be of the order 3f/DA t i.e. it will be concentrated in the 
surface region of f with a width equal to the width of the surface 
in phasespace of f. This is actually a rather restricted domain 
(equal to a 6"-!ihcll in infinite maLtcr) and it could very well be 
that this wavepacket can he represented quite accurately as a su
perposition of a small number of .coherent states 

• p(t) * S |a> p ,' <ct . | (39) 

where the Jet > are the coherent states (in ono dimension) : 

< x| x c y c; a> « ( S ) 1 ' 4 exp[-a(x-x c)
2 + i p ^ x j M O ) 

* p(
c)> P ( c) b«i'ig the classical trajectories and a complex time-

dependent parameter. The coherent states (40) form a (over) comple
te basis and (39) i s always possible. The hope would be that only 
a few well chosen terms in (39) will be sufficient. This kind of 
theory has recently been successfully developed and applied by !'•• 
Hcller^l , it is certainly a systematic theory ii) the sense the 
convergence properties of the expansion (.3$) can be studied as a 
function of the number of terms to be retained. The hope that a 
fiiiiall number of terms might be sufficient in our case stems from 
the fact thai the phase-space distribution of (40) corresponds to 
ellipsoids of any SLKO mid position in phasc«pace throuj'.h proper 
choice of the parameters a, x p and p and Lhat the distribution 
in I'ifj. 2-is a relatively smooth .fund ion. The development should 
ideally cover Iwo well known limits : i) the zero sound modes in 
infinite nuclear matter (A + w > and ii) the case of a harmonic 



. Ke)fcnnsisl.»*nr i>oti-til'ia1 (ïif.ht nut - le i ) . The f i n i t one i s of court;*: 
tlie KIOSL cril.i*.::il one'ami de ta i led s tudies arc: necessary in t h i s 
case , Var the «(.MOIK! cii.su .where one i t< in the si Unit ion of a l 
most harmonie p o t e n t i a l s the following procedure which i s a special 
case of. (38) cnult! ha successful , t For our qit.i.si macroscopic nucle i 
wo c m use the c l a s s i c a l limit of Lhc TD111' equation, i . e . the 
Vlasov equation : 

8f__ H p 3f JÏV11 JDf CD 

where for reasons of s impl ic i ty we r e s t r i c t ourselves to the local 
llarlrec'-potcnl ial nul y ( the genera l i sa t ion fo !jon loca l Har t rec -
Voc.k i s s l i v i i ^ t fo rward ) . If the pot .enviai v"(K,lO ie only s l i g h t l y 
anharmonic in R a development of V" around Lhe conter of mass 
U (I) *•• / d 3 R d 3 p R f (Il,r"1L)/(27r -lî} 3 of the wavnpnrfcet f up 
to second order 

(the index c should indiate: t .o be évalua Led at the clasr i ieal t r a j e c 
tory) may he sufficient*. l\'c rr.ua rk th'at t h i s procedure i s s t i l l 
exact in the case of a separable Q.Q f o r ^ c in se r t in jj (4:') JUÎ.O 
(41) y i e ld s the fol Jowin-.-; c-.jual.ion if we a s s uric to transform Lo 
loca l ly harmonic coordinates : 

d L m 3R i l X 3p. 
J l 

where the time dependent, frequencies are d i r e c t l y r e l a t ed to t.he-
f i r s t and second deriv.-uives of the p o t e n t i a l . Kqualioji ( ty i s the 
one of a three dimensional, hannonic o s c i l l a t o r and the so lu t ion 
can be given in analytic: form '** as otic coherent s t a t e : 

f (K,P,t:) - F (X-ÎI(L)) (W 

H «• T. (p? /{'Am) + n fl? -R?) (65) 

where F i s an a r b i t r a r y function and 
? . ? 

R. R." 
x x 

F. - q C , . r . u.) Wj. - y ^ , . - «. h ; *t - h. q 

Tlm ju'irumotor:; Ç. ( t ) olicy Uic (coupled) cot oj: cL'isfiic.-tl aqua
tion:; 

ci - n * ( o ) / ç ? + n? ( t ) Cj - o j ç .(o> » i; ç.(o) » o 
X 
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As we said Tor n'Q.Q force» the solution (43-45) is the ê xaet solu
tion of the (large amplitude) ÏDIIK equation luit for genorui poten
tials (40 rosl.ru:Lu to small amplitude vibrations where tin; H. 
explores only a small rogion of V around the equilibrium, position 
anil'fl locally harmonic nppro.-tch valid. Thin approach could well be 
sufficiently accurate for the description of the giant quadnipolo 
résonance but probably for the low lying 2 states a superposit ion 
of more coherent packetsas in (38) will he necessary. 

CONCLUSIONS . 

In this series of lectures we aiuicd at proaontin-g a self-
contained scmiclassical Lheory entirely -based on the extended 
Thomas-Fermi or ITEgncr-Kirkwood ^expansion in pirnRCspace. We.saw 
tliat not only the Wigner transform of the single particle denrity 
matrix can be understood and very accurately represented In this 
way but that also generalisations to correlation functions arc 
straightforward. First, we demonstrated a general!saLion to super-
fluid nuclei and to suporfluid nuclei in slow rotaUion. The loLI.er 
involves already the (static) particle-hole correlation function-
and we saw how e.g. the reduction oïl the moment of incrLia by 
roughly a factor of two could be explained very easily in an analy
tic way* In a more obvious way m-p - n-li correlation func
tions arc involved in the corresponding n>p--nh level densities. I/o 
very clearly pointed out the necessity to treat particles (hole:;) 
individualOy in Thomas Formi approximation. This means that the 
"Thomas Fermi particles (holes?1 e.m move around iudep.Tdunl ]y in 
phasespace whereas the local density approximation is only valid 
if the particles (hole») arc spatially close by. Indeed our 2;>--2h 
level density passes nicely through the .average of the correspon
ding quantum values. This can then he used to evaluate spreading 
v?idth of giant resonances and the imaginary part of the nucl eon-
nucleus optical potential, A further very promising result is that 
the linear response function for transferred momenta q > 0.6 fin 
can be very accurately represented in our p-h-Thotnas Fermi approach. 
In the last paragraph we give somewhat speculative argumenta that 
say the 2* states of quasi macroscopic Fermi Liquid Drops could be 
well calculated in expanding the time dependent density matrix on 
a set of coherent states and a simple example for nearly harmonic 
potentials is given. 

Wc hope that we have given with these lectures an impression 
of how powerful a tool tin? correct: application of'h-expansion 
techniques f-in be and wc also hope that» what wc moan by 
"correct application" of these methods.may liavc become more trans
parent . 
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Fig- 13 

Quadrupolc t r a n s i t i o n 
s t rength ca lcu la ted 
in the Thomas rcrini 
liuii'..' ( a rb i t r a ry uni ts) . 
The v e r t i c a l l i n e i n 
d i ca t e s the peak posi.-. 
t ion in the exact c.a-
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